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The big day for the ladies finally came on Sunday 11th of October and what a beautiful day it turned out to be. 
As well as making it to Windsor, we’d also made history; it was the first time Muslim women had ridden in the 
name of Imam Hussain (as) in a ride approved by British cycling. The cause we rode for had been motivation 
itself; the money raised was for Ali Asghar Water Appeal (AAWA). AAWA strives to give vulnerable 
communities access to clean water and works towards long-term solutions and reduce the deaths caused by 
poor sanitation and unsafe water. The run up to the sportive event was quite a roller coaster of emotions but 
the whole journey has been an incredible one for our whole team. We are team Trustworthy, that’s myself 
Maasuma Jagani, Fatima Rajvani, sisters Siddika Jagani & Sajida Rajwani and Fatema & Zainab Rahemani.  
 
It was only around this time last year I got back onto a bike after around 15 years, all the while adamant I 
wouldn’t ride on the road but actually ended eager to sign up for this sportive. For the whole team, riding on 
the road was a completely new experience. Fatima only started riding on the road 6 weeks prior to the 
original sportive date. For most of us, it was lockdown and lots of family encouragement that lead us 
there.  Post iftar rides became something we looked forward to in Ramadhan and in the summer days it was 
about discovering new routes and conquering different hills. We began to appreciate why rides were planned 
so early in the morning on a Sunday and began voluntarily planning rides that early, just to make the most of 
the quiet roads. Training for the sportive lead to accomplishing many new routes, Richmond, Regents and 
Hyde parks were seen from a whole new angle. Leading up to the sportive, the rides became longer and 
longer and normally after a long ride, all we had planned was to relax. However on the Sunday after our final 
training ride, we had a shock coming our way. After a beautiful ride to Richmond park, our longest yet, we 
came home to find out that our group leader had to withdraw from the sportive. Siddika and I were asked to 
lead our group on a route we’d never experienced! The panic was real; emotions were all over the place and 
the pressure and responsibility completely changed. With only a week to the sportive, there was no time to 
practice the route but there was no alternative solution either. So, at the suggestion of Iffat bai, we jumped 
into the car and drove off to Windsor so we wouldn’t be leading the group completely blind! 
 
We mentally prepared ourselves for the challenge and psyched ourselves up to lead one way each in order to 
share the pressure. However, this wasn’t the end of the roller coaster ride. Two days later, because of the spike 
in COVID cases the sportive was postponed. Once again so many emotions were flying around, there was that 
worry at the back of our minds if the sportive would actually happen. When a date was announced again the 
excitement started to build again but the weather forecast wasn’t looking great on the day. Sajida thought it 
would be fun to ride in the rain and kept our spirits up. Two days prior to the event we were refiguring out 
what to wear and were busy ordering rain jackets and cycling overshoes. Alas, it wasn’t meant to be. On 
Saturday morning the ladies organising team had to take the tough decision to postpone the sportive for yet 
another week in order to keep everyone safe. Storm Alex took our weekend and we prayed for it to rain 
heavily on that day otherwise it would have been very depressing. For me, the good thing with the 
postponements was that I had a chance to practice the route before the event day giving me some 
confidence to lead our group there. It was however even harder to build up the excitement this time, was the 
sportive going to happen, and was all of our training out of the window? There were just so many questions. 
The worst bit was that we had been carb loading for several weeks now and kept telling ourselves when we 
wanted a sugar fix that it was ok because we needed the energy for the sportive. The waist lines will be paying 
for that now!  
 
We all had our different worries for the day. Sajida was worried about being able to wake up and be ready to 
leave the house at 6am and so for a week prior to the second sportive date, she had been waking up at 6am 
and keeping herself awake with various tasks just to prepare herself for the big day! For the rest of us, sleep 



was not something we were willing to sacrifice unnecessarily; it would just have to be done on the day. This 
however made Sajida worry that Siddika and I may be too sleepy on the day and that our group would end up 
at chaiwala instead of Windsor! 
 
The big day finally came and we were really excited! Siddika felt like Mary Poppins with every pocket of her 
jersey and any space in her saddlebag filled with snacks. The journey was going to be long so we had to be 
prepared! At 6am, Sajida, Siddika, Zainab and I set off for mosque. As we struggled up green lane, that extra 
journey felt like a huge mistake! We were struggling to make it to the start line, how were we going to make it 
to Windsor and back? The buzzing atmosphere at mosque put us at ease a little; there was a mauqib serving 
breakfast and excited chatter all around. We had a beautiful start with Ziarat e Ashura, motivational speeches, 
a quick warm up and then before we knew it, it was time for team 2, team trustworthy, to be waved off.  
 
It was a lovely ride to Windsor. The highlight for Fatema was our personal photographers, my brother Abbas 
and his wife Fatemah, who were driving by catching us in action. Not to mention the sip of coffee which gave 
her the boost of energy just at the right time. With my dad and cousin, Muna Rahemani, being the support 
riders for the day, it became quite a family event for our team. It was comforting knowing one of them would 
be around to guide us at some of the tricky junctions. Siddika felt like she was playing ‘where’s Wally?’ as we 
turned every corner and she wondered which one of them we’d see along the way next! 
 
We reached Windsor in good time and had a photo session by the castle. Fatima had been warned we like our 
photos but I don’t think even she expected us to spend this long there. Even the guards were amused! At 
10.30am lunch was served! Now it was Zainab’s turn to be Mary Poppins and fill her back pockets with chicken 
wraps. The elder sisters of the pairs had kindly offered to look after the bikes whilst the rest of us went to get 
lunch, but really, they were busy taking more photos. I have to say though, they picked a perfect spot and we 
all lined up to get another photo. Lunchtime was one of Siddika’s highlights of the day, sitting in an open 
field, the sun beaming down, team trustworthy around her and a magnificent view of the castle in front of her. 
An absolutely picturesque moment!  
 
The ride home was more a struggle but we kept each other’s spirits up and took breaks when we knew there 
was a big hill coming up. Fatema and Sajida would bring out the dates and glucose tablets for that burst of 
energy. The toughest hill was the one right at the end but having Shama bai and Sukaina standing at the top 
cheering us on really motivated us and Alhumdulillah we all made it up there. This was something Fatima 
truly admired about the day; the team spirit. The AAWA sportive wasn’t about who made it there first, it was 
about crossing the finishing line with the whole team. We waited for each other at the pond and entered 
mosque together to a warm welcome from the SJ team. We felt absolutely amazing! The ride we had been 
talking about for so long, we actually accomplished! For Zainab, it was an incredible feeling to share her 
exciting memories with her work colleagues who had been in awe of her cycling journey from the start, just a 
year ago! We are all so grateful to everyone who has supported us on this journey, be it the motivational 
words, loving prayers for us to complete the sportive or kind donations. We’re also thankful to the SJ ladies 
and gents teams for their immaculate organisation of the event and all the hours they put in prior to the 
event. A special thank you to Aliya, Iffat bai and Zahra who have encouraged us from day one. As Siddika often 
reminds me, there’s a silver lining to every cloud and our silver lining for the Covid pandemic is this amazing 
achievement; a day we will always look back on fondly and a day that has left us eager for our next big 
adventure.  


